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Angry birds pop blitz fruit levels

ANGRY BIRD POP - Android game release date 03/11/2015 from the company Rovio. Game genre: Casual. In the article we summarized pumping shapes for TOP players, developers answers players' questions, guides for beginners on the official site, and our secrets about passing the game. Attention, the article is updated regularly,
check out the site Wise Geek more often. Content Angry Bird Pop: Beginner's Guide How to Play Angry Birds Pop!? The goal of the game is to make a slingshot to match and burst bubbles to shed pigs, clear the top of the level or free trapped chicks. With burst bubbles, you need to match three or more of them. There are a few obstacles
in the level that can make popping bubbles a little harder. Some blockers can break the colored bubbles, such as glass and wood. And some blockers are best avoided as the spiky bubbles that shoot the colored bubbles. When you start playing, you have five lifes. Each time a level fails or ends without completing a task, a life will be
extracted in full. Once the number of lives reaches zero, you won't be able to play for a while. But don't worry. Your life will be charged over time and you can also ask your friends for life if you join the game on Facebook. What is this counter that appears in the levels? The counter that appears in the levels as soon as you manage to
combine the bubbles three times in a row is called Streak Counter. If you fill the counter by breaking the bubbles six times in a row, you get a special bird improvement. If you drop the bubble without bursting, the Streak Counter resets to zero. If you missed a shot and do not want to lose the improvement, you can immediately fill the
counter with coins. To do this, simply click on the counter. What are improvements? Improvements are stronger bubbles that can help in difficult situations. You can get upgrades by purchasing them coins or completing missions and achievements in the game. The inventory of updates is shown under the slingshot. Just click on the image
with the amplifier you want to use and add it to the slingshot. If you change your mind, click the update icon again and it will return to the set. If you run out of improvements, you can buy more by clicking on the development icon. Is there any way to earn boosters? What about the coins? You can get great rewards in the game when
completing missions and achievements. To open missions, click the calendar icon on the map screen. The results can be found by clicking on the trophy image. In addition, the passing events of the game can be boosters or coins as a reward. If an event is available, an event button appears on the map screen. What are missions? You
can find quests for the calendar button on the left side of the map screen. These are tasks you can perform to receive rewards. The objectives are from a bubble burst of a certain color to certain characters in the levels. You can complete these missions in the game in any level of the game. The daily mission changes every day, even if
you haven't finished. You will only receive a reward once the mission is completed on time, so be sure to reach your goal before the daily change. The other two tasks don't change before they finish, so you can spend as much time as you want. What are the results? Achievements are goals related to gameplay that you can achieve while
moving forward in the game, opening new areas, and completing levels. When you reach your goal, you'll be rewarded. To check the available results, tap the trophy image on the left side of the screen. The game above shows the results closest to completion. How do I change my character? Guest birds are often present in the game,
and during the visit you can choose a guest bird at full level instead of permanent characters. To switch between the characters you want to play, click on the bird image on the preview level screen to appear before the start of the level. What are gold feathers? How can I have them? Gold feathers are a collection that you can buy when
playing a guest bird and play level with the visitor. If you play with a guest bird, your score in the levels will be displayed in a small pen next to the three stars. If your score reaches this pen and you complete the level, you will get a golden pen. The pens appear on the map screen, attached to the level buttons where he could collect them.
What are chapters? Chapters are a way to quickly move around the game map; give a quick idea ?? progress in each chapter! You can access chapters from the menu bar on the left side of the screen. Each chapter contains several levels. For example, in the case of the 1st Century, the Clicking on a chapter automatically moves you to
the appropriate levels on the map. You can also see the results available for each chapter and the progress made in achieving the results in the main menu of the chapters. When you finish the result, you will get rewarded in the chapter menu! Complete all the results in the chapter and the whole chapter will be marked complete. Angry
Bird Pop: Walkthrough castle is the king of pigs. King Pig Castle is a time-limited event that aims to go through five levels of a life. When the event begins, the Event button appears on the screen. Using the button, you enter the castle of the king pig, that is, you will see a mini-map that includes five levels. Your goal is to complete all five
levels without losing your life in order to eventually open the treasury. If you do not pass one level, the progress on the map will be cleared and you will have to start again in the first level. Collect the eggs. Egg Collection Time-limited event that accelerators provide as a reward for collecting eggs hidden cells in each level. When an event
becomes available, the button appears on the map screen. When you click the event button, a screen opens to show how many eggs we've collected, rewards for reaching the goal, and the time spent collecting eggs. During the event, you will see cells with eggs set at a level. Once these are in these cells, the eggs are discarded and then
added to the egg counter. During the game level, you see an egg counter located next to the bird character in the lower left corner of the game screen. The counter shows how many objects you have collected at this level. At the end of the level, you will see a level summary screen. The task control shows the current progress for the next
event. The eggs collected are added to the total amount. Angry Bird Pop: Quiz guide booster rainbow bubble. Creates a match between all the bubbles you touch. Fireball. It passes through the first eight objects with which it comes into contact, even with stone blockers. Grinder. Destroy all bubbles or blockers of the same type on the
screen. The Mighty Eagle's eyes are different from all other accelerators. This increases the targeting range and also shows exactly where the bubble will land. This makes the hint much easier! Bird amplifiers Each bird has a special reminder that you can get the right bubbles six times in a row. Stella Force Blast is an explosion that
destroys everything near it. However, it is not effective against the stone. The explosion of red stones cuts through the first five objects it comes into contact with, even the blocks of stone. Chuck Color Blast removes the color that corresponds to the impacted color. The Matilda Burst Explosion changes the color of nearby bubbles of the
same color. The bomb explosion destroys the line of bubbles where it happens and everything under this line also falls. Blockers Glass block. Glass blocks your way, but you can get rid of it with just one blow from the bubble. Tree block. The tree blocks your way a little stronger, but you can remove the hitting twice bubbles! It's a block of
stone. A stone blocks your way harder than others and you can get rid of it with powerful amplifiers such as Fireball. Fruit Blitz. As soon as you click on fruit blitz, you will destroy all objects with a horizontal line. This is especially useful for dropping lots of bubbles! Cloud bubble. Cloud bubbles interfere with the color of the bubbles. Match
next to it to open the hidden bubble! Fruit splash. For effect, Fruit Splash is repainting all bubbles next to the same color. This will help you find more matches and clear the level faster. Fruit bomb. On impact, the fruit bomb explodes and destroys nearby bubbles and obstacles. Chain reactions are extremely useful. Honeycomb.
Honeycombs hide bubbles behind them. You have to try the them and free the bubble underneath them. This requires two results. Bubble lava. When you fall into the lava bubble, it spreads and creates ash bubbles to slow down. It is recommended to avoid them so that they do not burn out. Ash bubble. The ash bubble appears when you
hit the lava bubble. You can get rid of them with two blows of bubbles. -3 Bubble. The effect of the -3 Bubble Blocker steals 3 bubbles from the bubble stock! They are very evil, so try to avoid them whenever possible. +3 bubbles. When you hit the +3 bubble, you can split 3 additional bubbles into your inventory. Try to collect as much as
you can to have bubbles! Mushroom Boom. On impact, the mushroom Boom blocker spreads spores to block the path. Try to avoid this if possible. Discussions. Disputes created by hitting the mushroom Boom. They block your way, but you can clear them by hitting them with a bubble. Fruit explosion. When struck, fruit explosion clears
all bubbles of the same color on the screen. Super useful! The flower of strength. This Flower of Power will be charged every time you take a step and eventually spill useful things on the screen. That's good enough for your teeth. Sandstorm. Sand storms hide the bubbles beneath them. If you stand by them, they'll move. Compare them
to make them disappear. Spike. Spikes try to stop and burst the bubbles. It is better to avoid them and throw them as soon as possible! Flower splash. This Splash of Flowers awards every time you make a move and ends up splashing out on Fruit Splashes. Very nice to be around! Drums drums throw bubbles in a new direction. This will
help to make these smart strokes and expand the reach of strokes. Sparkling fruit. Sparkling fruit destroys all bubbles in a vertical line with a bubbly effect when a bubble hits it. It's a rotating fruit. This blocker randomly changes the direction of the shot after each round of players. If the bubble is affected, the bubble spots all bubbles in the
same color as the launcher. Angry Bird Pop: How not to lose your progress. Can I invite my friends to play? If you've linked the game to your Facebook account, you can send invitations to your Facebook friends and enter the map screen from a pop-up that appears once a day when you start the game. All Facebook friends who have
been in the game and connected to the game on Facebook will automatically see the game when you connect, so you do not have to send them invitations to be able to see the points or exchange life with them. Why join Facebook? Linking the game to Facebook brings significant benefits. Once the connection is established, the process
goes to the cloud - this allows you to continue playing from where you left off on any device. To do this, you just need to sign in to your Facebook account on this device. You can also join in the game with your friends. Points earned by your friends displayed in the level rankings. In addition, you can ask your friends to send lives - and



send them lives in return. How can I keep my progress? You can save your progress through Facebook. If you connect Angry Birds Pop to your Facebook account, your progress will be saved and you can restore it if you need to reinstall the game or need to switch devices. Can I play on multiple devices? You can play AB Pop! across
multiple devices, and synchronizes progress across devices by connecting the game to Facebook. Just connect the game to Facebook on the device on which you made progress to back up and play a little. Connect the game to Facebook on another device to sync the process with another device. To avoid the game's progress level
between devices, it is strongly recommended that you close the game app always on one device before the game to another device. Can I transfer my progress between devices? After you connect the game to Facebook, your progress is saved and you can play the game where you left off on any device after connecting to Facebook on
those devices. How do I separate a game from a Facebook account? From the game settings menu, you can untie the game from the Facebook account attached to it. To access the settings menu, tap the gear button on the home screen, and then press the menu button that appears next to it. It is strongly recommended that you do not
unratment the game in order to maintain progress in the cloud. Linking to your Facebook account does not transfer unsaved progress to another device or be restored in the event of a loss. Angry Bird Pop: I didn't get my purchase in the app. What to do If you haven't received your purchase yet, try closing and restarting the game first -
and make sure the purchase appeared in the app. Sometimes purchases are delivered late - this can happen due to problems with your internet connection at the time of purchase, for example. In such cases, restarting the game may solve the problem. If restarting didn't help, send a request to support and get help. Attach a screenshot of
your purchase confirmation (iOS, Amazon) or order number (Google Play) to the message. The iTunes purchase receipt includes additional fees. Billing from iTunes can sometimes be confusing, as Apple often merges multiple purchases into a single transaction and bills them at the same time. If you've made multiple purchases from a
game or other app within a few days, you may be billed for all purchases at once. In addition, a charge may appear on your bank statement within a few days of purchase. If in doubt, check your iTunes purchase history to explain your situation and contact your iTunes Angry Bird Pop: Warning - Errors in the game ads are not available.
Free download of advertisements, which is so necessary for both the Your level and getting a free life requires a stable internet connection. It's far from always that your ads are visible every time you repeat, as there may not be a stable connection and the amount of new ads is limited. In addition, videos of free life can only be watch once
a day. If you don't see ads in the game, we recommend that you take the following steps: Finish the game and then restart the game; Try a different connection, preferably Wi-Fi; Restart the device. I don't see any new levels after the upgrade. Why? In some cases, immediately after the game is updated, you may not see the new levels
immediately. Perhaps this is due to the fact that the server-side settings have not yet been updated. The problem usually resolves itself, but in some cases it may be necessary to close and restart the game. Please note that after each update, an Internet connection is required to access the new levels. I joined the game on Facebook, but
none of my friends appeared in the game! Angry Birds Pop requires your permission to access your Facebook friends list in order to show your friends in the game. If you don't have permission, your friends won't show up. To show your friends the game, go to your Facebook account settings in Apps&gt; Angry Birds Pop and delete the
game from your account. Then open the game and re-connect it to Facebook. Now the game will ask permission again, so make sure that you allow the game for you to access your friends list before accepting them. Google Play says: Your device is not compatible. This usually happens when the game no longer supports the older
device. However, for some high-performance Android devices, incorrect screen resolution may incorrectly make the device incompatible. In such cases, the resolution of the device was probably lower than the resolution required for the game. If the incompatible device is written on Google Play, try restoring the device's resolution to
center or high in the device settings. Open Settings -&gt; Screen&gt; and change the current screen resolution. Then the problem must be solved. Author of this article: Nadezhda D. D.
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